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QUESTION 1

The Common Access Repository Manager (CARMA) framework provides a common interface for accessing Software
Configuration Managers (SCMs) from Rational Developer for System z. The key components that constitute a functional
CARMA system are the CARMA host, the CARMA transport and which other component? 

A. CARMA hierarchy 

B. CARMA repository instance 

C. CARMA repository content 

D. CARMA filters 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

You can initiate a debug session by connecting to the debugger user interface through the launching of a JCL that
connects to the debug daemon. In this scenario, which type of debug configuration is created for the program that is
being debugged? 

A. a compiled application configuration 

B. an Eclipse application configuration 

C. a generic server configuration 

D. a remote compiled application configuration 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

When you take a z/OS project and its MVS subprojects offline, you choose members and files to download to your
workstation. During this time, what is the availability of the selected members and files? 

A. available on the host system, but locked for access by other users 

B. available on the hostsystem, and available for others to edit 

C. available on the host system, and can be accessible to others if you explicitly allow them to 

D. unavailable on the host system, as the members and files are physically moved to the workstation 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4



The Menu Manager feature can be used to perform dynamic variable substitution for JCL submission. In order to enable
this feature, the parameters for variable substitution in a JCL need to be marked with which character? 

A. ! 

B. ^ 

C. $ 

D. ? 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

In Rational Developer for System z File Manager, which template is constructed without the use of any source code to
help derive the record layout? 

A. Copybook template 

B. Segmented copybook template 

C. Dynamic template 

D. Segmented template 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 6

The Menu Manager feature lets a user create menus and actions related to subprojects and files. Actions can be
created with a set of predefined substitution variables for interactive commands. Which variable can be used to
represent the host name or IP address of the system associated with a selected resource? 

A. $systemhostname 

B. $gethostname 

C. $name 

D. $fullname 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 7

Which mechanism or feature can be used to integrate custom build processes involving multiple preprocessors for use
in Rational Developer for System z? 

A. Menu Manager 



B. CARMA 

C. Property Group 

D. the extensible error feedback mechanism 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 8

Enterprise Service Tools Single-service projects can generate Message Transformation Optimization Mechanism / XML-
binary Optimization Package (MTOM/XOP) Web service for CICS. Which statement is true about using MTOM/XOP? 

A. A service requester and service provider can exchange the actual binary/native request and response language
structures without having to use an intermediate XML representation. 

B. A service requester and service provider can exchange the actual binary/native request and response language
structures, but an intermediate XML representation is required and used. 

C. A service requester can send binary request language structures independent of how it is received by the service
provider. 

D. A service provider can send binary response language structures independent of how the request is sent. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 9

What information does the Remote System Explorer (RSE) user log file "rsecomm.log" contain? 

A. Datastore action logging 

B. RSE\\'s reading and writing of PDS member or a sequential data set, and the time stamp of each read and write 

C. the RSE server\\'s handling of commands from the client, and the communication logging of all services relying on
RSE 

D. standard output (stdout) and standard error output (stderr) 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 10

In Remote System Explorer, what is the purpose of a filter pool? 

A. to group filters from all existing connections into one place for ease of management 

B. to let users create filters that are unique to a connection, and not appear in any other connections 

C. to enable sharing of filters between different connections 



D. to allow users create complex filters by combining two or more filter strings 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 11

Which action is unsupported by the Resource Definition editor of the Application Deployment Manager component? 

A. edit CICS resource definitions 

B. copy CICS resource definitions 

C. install CICS definitions 

D. discard CICS resources 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 12

The Common Access Repository Manager (CARMA) toolkit provides a common interface for accessing Software
Configuration Managers (SCMs) from Rational Developer for System z. Which host-resident module does this common
access framework use to manage SCM access from the CARMA client? 

A. Remote Access Manager (RAM) 

B. Repository Access Manager (RAM) 

C. Host Access Manager (HAM) 

D. Host Repository Connection (HRC) 

Correct Answer: B 
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